Egypt beat Jordan to enter semi-finals

By Joseph Varghese
Staff Reporter

Egypt’s forward Ahmed Refaat (left) celebrates after scoring against Jordan during the FIFA Arab Cup 2021 quarter-final at the Education City Stadium in Doha on Wednesday. (AFP)

Qatar National Day activities to focus on culture, environment

 outlawed by the Ministry of Education and Higher Education.

>Occurrences of devastating tornadoes dropped through five US states, leaving more than 70 people dead yesterday in Kentucky - many of them workers at a candle factory - and injuring hundreds more at a sprawling Amazon warehouse in Louisiana.

>Workers remove debris from an Amazon Fulfillment Center in Elkhartville, Indiana, yesterday, after it was hit by a tornado.

>Al Tiffany wins 5th World Cup title

>Qatar’s Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, Fuad bin al-Heith, yesterday addressed the 5th edition of the FIFA World Cup 2022 Qualifiers.

>Powerful tornadoes kill at least 78 in five US states

>Three people died in one of the storms in Arkansas.

>At least eight people were killed in other storms in states, including two in Texas.
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>At least eight people were killed in other storms in states, including two in Texas.
GET MAZDA PREMIUM CARE!

Amazing Prices starting from QR 95*!
Applicable to 2016 & earlier Mazda models.

Offer valid from: 15th November 2021 to 14th January 2022
*Includes of Labor and Parts.
Special prices model wise:
Mazda 2 / Mazda 3 / Mazda 6 & QR 95
Mazda BT50 / Mazda CX5 / QR 120
Mazda CX9: QR 145

BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY
Call: 44602266 / 44601841
QR: 58515341
Email: customerservice@mazz-qatar.com

MAZDA GENUINE PARTS

ENGINE OIL & FILTER CHANGE +

MAZDA

4 POINT CHECK UP FULL SERVICE

Shop with confidence
Call: 44602266
National Car Company
info@mazz-qatar.com www.mazz-qatar.com

FUSO EURO 5 MADE IN JAPAN
STRONGER. BETTER. GREENER

Al Waha Establishment launched their new made in Japan model, Fuso, the FM EU5/06, in an event that took place at Sheraton Grand Doha Resort and Convention Hotel on the 6th of December. The unveiling of the new truck occurred under the patronage of Al Waha Establishment’s founder, Sheikh Abdullah bin Ahmed Al Thani, along with a large group of loyal customers who were amazed by the new model from its exterior before they went to visualize and experience it in person.

The ceremony was initiated by a welcome and appreciation speech from the general manager, Gerald Curriers, for the loyal clients and for the hardworking staff in Al Waha Establishment.

After that, the sales and marketing manager, Vinod Bhat, explained more about the technical aspects of the FM EU5/06. The truck is available from 10.4 to 18 tons GVM with improved fuel economy due to the enhanced aerodynamic performance, in addition to the optimized engine performance with an exhaust brake system and an Anti-lock brake system (ABS), a variable geometry turbocharger (VGT) and long-lasting highly robust chassis.

As the company’s goal is to support the eco-friendly products and even become the ones selling them, the FM EU5/06 is characterized by 40% Less Green House Gas Emissions (GHG) and 85% Less particle emission.

Qatar being the first Middle East Country to implement the regulation of EURO5/05 for the Model Year 2023 starting July 2022.

Al Waha Establishment was glad to announce and handle the keys for the first buyers of the FM EU5/06 that are FESI, COLA, who saw that the EURO 5 fits perfectly with their eco-friendly policy, and HIROSE KABARAT TRAINING AND CONTRACTING.

Al Waha Establishment serves the market with several high-quality products for Automotive, Construction, Industrial & Manufacturing, Oil & Gas segments such as FUSO Medium & Heavy Duty TRUCKS, Light & Medium Construction Equipment, Air Compressors & Air Accessories, Crane, Workshop & Garage equipment, Solar Lighting, Solar Power Solutions, Allett Mowers (Professional & Home ranges) and Air Water Generators in Qatar.
Qatar National Day offers to rediscover the world

To celebrate this special occasion, make your travel dreams a reality and plan an unforgettable holiday with exclusive offers from the World’s Best Airline.

Up to 35% off Premium and Economy Class!

Double Qpoints in Premium*

Double Qmiles in Economy Class*

Book with flexibility up to 18 December 2021 for travel until 15 June 2022.

Not a Privilege Club member yet?
Join at qmiles.com

Visit qatarairways.com/QND

*Terms and conditions apply; please review at the time of booking.
*Bonus Qpoints and Qmiles offer valid until 15 June 2022. Registration required. Begins by 19 June 2021 at least 72 hours prior to travel, whichever is earlier. To be eligible for the bonus Qpoints or Qmiles offer.
Qatar reiterates full backing to UN goals

Qatar Fund for Development (QFDF), a leading philanthropic organization, has signed a contribution agreement to support the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) with a total of $10mn, in support of the organization's 53th general programme and the initiative to accelerate the availability of tools to combat the pandemic in countries most in need.

The statement affirmed Qatar’s generous contribution to promote humanitarian and development projects that support the Palestinian people, in line with the State’s policy to mitigate the effects of humanitarian crises, noting the joint that was provided under the guidance of His Highness the Amir, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani.

In this context, the statement referred to the agreement signed last November with the World Food Programme to provide a financial contribution of $10mn to support the organization’s 13th consecutive year of operation.

“The MoCI has urged all consumers to report any violations, including failure to display the relevant licence, charging a higher price than that announced, giving wrong guarantees, and failure to issue complete invoices. It has also intensified inspection campaigns to catch such practices.”

The MoCI has been carrying out an inspection campaign to ensure the availability of tools to combat the pandemic in countries most in need, with the aim of providing humanitarian and development aid, and is keen to adhere to the State’s policy to mitigate the effects of humanitarian crises.

The MoCI has been providing more than $17mn to date in financial aid, with the aim of providing humanitarian and development aid, and to provide food assistance to the Palestinian people, in line with the State’s policy to mitigate the effects of humanitarian crises.

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoCI) continues to ensure the availability of consumer protection tools in the country, with the aim of providing humanitarian and development aid, and to provide food assistance to the Palestinian people, in line with the State’s policy to mitigate the effects of humanitarian crises.

The MoCI has intensified inspection campaigns to catch such practices, and noted that it is among the countries supporting UNRW A and its activities.

The MoCI has been intensifying inspection campaigns to combat the pandemic in countries most in need, with the aim of providing humanitarian and development aid, and is keen to adhere to the State’s policy to mitigate the effects of humanitarian crises.
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The MoCI has intensified inspection campaigns to combat the pandemic in countries most in need, with the aim of providing humanitarian and development aid, and is keen to adhere to the State’s policy to mitigate the effects of humanitarian crises.
Al Hemailah Health Centre

NHRC chief visits QRCS-run Al Hemailah Health Centre

H E Maryam bint Abdullah Al-Attiyah, Chairperson of the National Human Rights Committee (NHRC), has visited Al Hemailah Health Centre, located in Al Khor, in Qatar.

The centre is operated by Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS) under a cooperation agreement with the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH). The centre provides healthcare services for male expatriate workers, with a workforce of 262 highly qualified technicians, doctors and administrative staff.

The delegation accompanying Al-Attiyah comprised Abdullah al-Malki, Ali al-Anzi, Kharmous, Fatima al-Saadi, Mohamed Abduzzahar, Hiba Elsana, Ahmed Badawi, Saiful Mahseon, Ahmed Saud Jassim, director of the office of the NHRC chairperson, and Mubarak Mohamed Mahmoud, head of the PR and Media Unit, and Mubarak Mohamed Mahmoud, deputy CMO and director of Al Hemailah Health Centre, and some physicians from the staff of the health facility.

The centre received up to 477,382 visitors. Since the beginning of the year until the end of November 2021, 181,704 visitors received up to 477,382 visits.

Al-Attiyah was received by senior officials of QRCS's Medical Affairs, including Abdullah al-Kuwari, Maryam al-Baker, Abdulfattah Mahmoudi, Alawi Aljuneid, Qusai Abu Jamous, Shaikha Mirda Haroon, Samir Elثمان, Qasim al-Jammas, Shokra al-Mahmoud, Hamed al-Malki, Ali al-Anzi, Kharmous, Fatima al-Saadi, Mohamed Abduzzahar, Hiba Elsana, Ahmed Badawi, Saiful Mahseon, Ahmed Saud Jassim, director of the office of the NHRC chairperson, and Mubarak Mohamed Mahmoud, head of the PR and Media Unit, and Mubarak Mohamed Mahmoud, deputy CMO and director of Al Hemailah Health Centre, and some physicians from the staff of the health facility.

The centre provides healthcare services for different segments of society, particularly expatriate workers and foreign communities living in Qatar.

Qatar condemns attack on mosque in Nigeria

Qatar has condemned the attack that targeted a mosque in central Nigeria, which led to deaths and injuries. In a statement, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs renewed Qatar’s firm position of rejecting violence and terrorism regardless of the motives or reasons. It expressed Qatar’s total rejection of targeting places of worship and intimidating people. The ministry also expressed Qatar’s condemnation to the nationals of the victims of this attack, the government and the people of Nigeria, wishing the injured a speedy recovery.
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A wide range of Asean products on offer.
Qatar economy’s resilience due to visionary and wise leadership: Ghana envoy

CNA-O celebrates Qatar National Day

Qatar National Day is an opportunity to express depth of belonging, loyalty

Acting charge d'affaires praises Qatar’s solidarity with people of Libya

Malta envoy hails strong and friendly ties with Qatar

Qatar National Day activities to focus on culture, environment

From Page 1

There will be an event focusing on taking photographs inspired by the Qatar heritage along with an exhibition of old photography equipment.

As part of the events, there will be an exhibition on modern schoolbooks, a quiz competition, heritage games, a film screening on addition and painting activities, as well as a number of other activities, such as a quiz on media and interactive games for visitors of all ages.

The educational sector will host a considerable participation in the National Day celebrations with some ‘boys’ and girls’ school highlighting the school’s qualities for the final of competitions related to the local environment. The cultural activities will be held on December 14.

Other activities include a sports event on the site of the Qatar Sports Federation and a traditional dance by students from Al Ain schools.

There will be a variety of activities from December 14, which will give visitors an opportunity to take part in various interactive events that focus on the Qatar heritage, traditions and ways of life, and enjoy Arabic coffee as well as other local delicacies.

Other activities include cultural events and interactive games, as well as traditional dances and traditional dress performances by students from various schools.

Qatar National Day

On the occasion of the Qatar National Day, the administration and management of Al-Khalifa, the President of the Civil Defence, HE Abdulaziz bin Nasser bin Mubarak Al-Khalifa noted that work is continuing to prepare the organisation for the upcoming events and the co-operation between the various entities.

He added: “Remarkably, Qatar Airways now supports the air travel to Qatar and its people for their hospitality in hosting the various events for Qatar National Day in a creative and comprehensive manner.”

He praised the support of the Libyan people for the opening of diplomatic missions in various fields, adding that Qatar is aware of the positive role played by Qatar’s relations with Libya.”

The Qatar National Day activities will be staged at the D’reesha Theatre, with various related theatrical performances.

Qatar National Day activities will be held on December 14 at Al Hoota, Al Gannas, and Al Ramii Sports Club will also be part of the celebrations.

The National Day activities will take place in various venues, including the D’reesha Theatre and various entertainment venues.

Qatar National Day activities will be held on December 14 at Al Hoota, Al Gannas, and Al Ramii Sports Club will also be part of the celebrations.

The National Day activities will take place in various venues, including the D’reesha Theatre and various entertainment venues.

Photo credit: CNA-O

M ike’s ambassador in Doha, Charles Enos, has praised theبحتاح his country’s strong and long-term-friendly relations with Qatar and said that the opening of the Malta embassy this year was a signal of that relationship.

Mike’s ambassador in Doha, Charles Enos, has praised the country’s strong and long-term-friendly relations with Qatar and said that the opening of the Malta embassy this year was a signal of that relationship.

Regarding the FIFS World Cup Qatar 2022, he said: “The event is a significant step in Qatar’s preparations for hosting the World Cup and the Flax FIFS World Cup 2022. It is remarkable that Qatar has been put in place to deliver a successful FIFA World Cup, come next year. “It is a strong and long-term-friendly relationship.”
QNB introduces special-edition Visa prepaid cards to mark World Cup Qatar 2022

Qatar Charity (QC) has launched a Qatari prepaid card, in cooperation with Visa, to mark Qatar 2022 World Cup, highlighting the peace of the World Cup with the peace of the Qatar people in all fields. The card is associated with the World Cup logo and is designed to make it easier for the Qatar people in all fields to pay for their expenses and to worry about interest payments or directly at the branch and ATMs. Added benefits include sending or directly at the branch and notifications and check balance. The rest of the world access to spend and control their everyday spending.

This year marks the 20th anniversary of Qatar Charity and its efforts of all those who contributed to the Palestinian people in all fields. Qatar Charity supplied, in cooperation with Qatar National Cooperation Agency (JICA), with the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), a programme to establish a health-care waste management system in Gaza in 2017, aiming to optimise the medical waste management system in south Gaza. The project works on reducing the operational expenses of the treatment, which are carried out through generators that require very high operating expenses. The reduction in cost set less than QR9,000 per month, which cut the project’s cost, and the project started about seven months ago, on operating and testing the medical waste management project in Gaza, in addition to ensuring the sustainability of the project.

Le Royal Meridien Doha set to open in Q1 2022

Le Royal Meridien Doha will be part of Qatar’s latest mixed-use development, Park View Qatar.

QC opens medical waste treatment plant in Gaza

Le Royal Meridien Doha is a luxury bridal suite will make a wedding venue with a private

As a result of quad bike users

The number of medium and severe injuries at the Seaside. During the ongoing camping season last year, Dr Obeid said that those injured and below 15 years of age are on the rise and more than QR1mn, is one of the qualification projects that work on developing the medical waste management model by promulgating the first law on the treatment and safe disposal of medical waste and socially effective ways. The event and its activities for being a leading platform for the organisation of exhibitions and international events, the region and worldwide. For women. Moreover, children under the age of 15 will not be allowed to enter the exhibition. The 18th edition of the exhibition will get under way at DECC today. Exhibition gets under way at DECC today

Heya Arabian Fashion exhibition gets under way way at DECC today

Qatar Charity (QC) has launched a Qatari prepaid card, in cooperation with Visa, to mark Qatar 2022 World Cup, highlighting the peace of the World Cup with the peace of the Qatar people in all fields. The card is associated with the World Cup logo and is designed to make it easier for the Qatar people in all fields to pay for their expenses and to worry about interest payments or directly at the branch and ATMs. Added benefits include sending or directly at the branch and notifications and check balance. The rest of the world access to spend and control their everyday spending.
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Qatar Foundation to host first D’reesha performing arts fest

Qatar Foundation (QF) will host the first D’reesha performing arts fest from today until December 17 at the American Center for Japanese Studies, a venue in partnership with the Ministry of Culture, Qatar Foundation and the municipalities, showcasing a variety of local talent.

Reflecting the QF’s diverse and inclusive environment, the festival aims to bring this event to life, said Mariam al-Hamadi, director of Qatar Foundation’s Education and Community Engagement (ECE) sector.

“We are absolutely delighted to be hosting and featuring such performances at this event, partnering with a variety of local establishments to bring this event to life,” said Mariam al-Hamadi, director of Qatar Foundation’s Education and Community Engagement (ECE) sector.

“D’reesha is a festival where students from theatre, visual arts, and music, to workshops, interactive dining experiences, and story-telling, all come together to celebrate Qatar, our diverse and inclusive environment!” she added. “And, serving as an opportunity for the whole community to explore their cultural identity and to understand and appreciate the richness of the country, D’reesha will bring together our students to express themselves through art and creativity.”

QF’s D’reesha programme was launched in April 2021 and has since hosted numerous events and activities that celebrate and showcase local talent.

The programme aims to provide students with a platform to showcase their talent and develop their skills, while also fostering a sense of pride and belonging within the local community.

D’reesha has been held annually since its inception and has become a well-known event in Qatar.

The festival will feature a range of performances, including music, theatre, dance, and visual arts, as well as workshops, interactive dining experiences, and story-telling.

The performances will be held at various locations across Qatar, with a focus on showcasing the local talent and culture.

For more information, please visit the official website of D’reesha performing arts fest.
Thrust on key sectors in Qatar’s 2022 budget

Qatar’s budget for 2022 places adequate focus on three key sectors – infrastructure, education and health, which will use the development and expansion of civic amenities, educational institutions, hospitals and other healthcare facilities. QR17.8bn has been allocated for major projects out of the total budget of QR20bn, as the state continues to complete public projects in accordance with well-prepared plans and strategies. Infrastructure projects, the development of citizen’s lands, and real estate services development projects, including health, education and other public facilities, are given adequate priority.

Nearly QR38bn (18.5% of the total budget) has been earmarked for public projects in accordance with pre-prepared plans and strategies. The next year’s budget has been based on an average oil price of $55 per barrel, up 22.4% on the previous year. The “expected deficit” has been estimated at QR8.3bn. Qatar’s budget for 2022 has estimated expenditure at QR204.3bn, nearly QR38bn of which is earmarked for public projects, while total revenue will be QR196bn, up 22.4% on 2021.

Nearly QR38bn (18.5% of the total budget) has been earmarked for two sectors, including infrastructure, education and health, which will see the development of infrastructure, education and health, which will see the development of public services. The next year’s budget has been based on an average oil price of $55 per barrel, up 22.4% on 2021.

The next year’s budget has been based on an average oil price of $55 per barrel, up 22.4% on 2021.

The “expected deficit” has been estimated at QR8.3bn. Nearly QR38bn (18.5% of the total budget) has been earmarked for public projects in accordance with pre-prepared plans and strategies. The next year’s budget has been based on an average oil price of $55 per barrel, up 22.4% on 2021. Qatar’s budget for 2022 has estimated expenditure at QR204.3bn, nearly QR38bn of which is earmarked for public projects, while total revenue will be QR196bn, up 22.4% on 2021.
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Indian farmers head home after year-long protest

Tornadoes: devastating but still not well understood

Tornadoes are a frequent and often devastating phenomenon, mostly common only in the United States. But meteorologists still cannot say exactly how they originate. “The US typically has far more tornadoes than anywhere else in the world. With so many zero and one-collision vehicles, just about any small disturbance can cause an explosion of energy,” wrote John Case, director of the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL). The tornadoes’ path can also vary depending on the local conditions and the amount of energy available. “Most tornadoes have diameters of 500 to 1,000 feet,” according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). As such, tornadoes are a threat to both public safety and the environment, with the potential to cause significant damage and loss of life.

New Data
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The Hamilton International School screens acclaimed film

The programme, with an exclusive performance by Sherman Dana Alfarman, aims to raise awareness of the plight of street children worldwide.

The screening of the film was also significant as the next edition of the Street Child World Cup will be hosted in December 2022.

The 10-day event will connect young people from across the globe willing to put their talents to good use and, in the process, change the perceptions of their fellow citizens. It will be packed with entertainment that will raise awareness of the plight of street children.
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